
Our classroom solutions create a collaborative environment which activates and stimulates auditory, 
visual and kinaesthetic senses of the learners, inspiring them to explore and learn beyond the realms of 

classroom’s four walls

Enable the Creavity in Every Learner

www.coretouch.in

Education



4K Ultra High Definition (UHD) panels for education are the latest technology tools that transform the way our 
classrooms look. We have designed our Coretouch Plus series of UHD LED panels as state-of-art large screens 
specifically suited for classroom environment. These panels come with 20 touch points, a sturdy bezel framework for 
school environment and smooth glass surface for glide touch writing experience. Panels have built-in Cloudnote 
software that allows teachers to bring in multiple teaching resources in a single file. For digital content, teachers can 
use the Corestore App and access thousands of teaching resources from world’s best publishers, right inside their 
classclassrooms, on their interactive panels

There is always a bit of touch at the core of learning

Plus Series | Surface Light Wave Touch Technology
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The CoreBoard A1 interactive whiteboard system is an integrated all -in-one solution using the patented Surface 
Light Wave (SLW) touch technology which is far superior than any other touch solution. It is powered by an 
factory integrated OPS-PC with Intel Processor, 4GB memory, 128G SSD storage, integrated speakers, Wi fi 
capability and supports Windows. Its single button solution makes it stand out as a simple and seamless offering 
in its category. No other solution is as integrated as the CorBoard A1 interactive whiteboard system.

Coreboard A1

Add an intelligent touch to your classroom

Coreboard 7i

Interactive Learning Starts Here
The CoreBoard 7i interactive whiteboard is an ideal introduction 
to digital learning. It offers natural touch functionality which 
makes it easy for students and teachers to use and help enable 
quick and successful adoption. Quality and affordability come 
together in the easy-to-use CoreBoard7i, which offers both finger 
and pen touch functionality.With the new CoreBoard7i interactive 
whiteboard, every student can experience the benefit of 
hands-on, interactive leahands-on, interactive learning.
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CoCoreScreen takes virtual classroom or online tutorials to the next 
level. It allows you to create virtual classrooms using any 
interactive device as long as you have a browser with internet 
connectivity. Remote participants can join the live sessions 
instantly and see in real time what is being written on the 
whiteboard while listening to the presenter’s audio in any device 
with an internet enabled browser without having to install any 
softwasoftware.

Core Screen

Add an intelligent touch to
your classroom

Real Time Campus Tracking Solution
Campus Track accurately monitors in real time, the location of students, staff, faculty, visitors and 
guards in schools, colleges or university campus. Powered by one of the most powerful application 
software it integrates all the hardware components and provides meaningful output and view to users 
and management to locate, monitor and track students in real time. Administrators can track anyone 
in the campus in a GUI or a large digital map.

CampusCampus Track helps provide detailed MIS reports, search to locate students or visitors, manage 
student attendance, receive notification alerts, ring fence campus as well as departmental view of the 
college.
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CoreBoards are powered by the CloudNote collaborative learning software which sets the standard for 
creating, delivering and managing interactive lessons within a single application. It is easy to create with 
the CloudNote software. Teachers can build lessons by pooling in resources from various sources like 
printed documents, internet, video, audio, PPT, PDF, all in an unbound space without having the need to 
open these applications.The intuitive features wrapped in a simple interface let teachers effortlessly 
build interactive lessons. Once they have designed the lesson, they can use it again and again. They will 
save preparation time and be able to share it with students after class.

Bring Ideas Together Effortlessly

CloudNote
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Campus Productivity Suite enhances collaboration 
between faculty, staff and students by offering 
access to a set of best-in-class IT tools

YellowBusLive(YBL)is a mobile application that connects parents with their child school 
transport system, enabling them to locate their child and school bus at any given moment 
during their school bus route.

Leverage our cloud based 
solutions to build community 
and collaboration on campus

Yellow Bus
Real Time School Bus Tracking Solution
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RFID technology for libraries help locate, track and monitor your library assets 
with ease

Library Central is an RFID based application software combines security with 
efficient tracking of books and assets throughout the library, including easier and 
faster charge and discharge, inventorying, and resource handling.

Eventually one day, all libraries will have RFID 
Library Management Solution

Library Management Solution
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